PTAPP Dancing for Beginners

with Choreographer
Sally Soule
and a special guest appearance by legendary tap dancers
James Houle and Tom Ballesteros

PTAPP Dance-Off
original motion picture soundtrack

PTAPP Meeting
5
Reality Check

• Will YOU use it
• Will YOU keep using it
• What form do you need it to take
Potential Tracking & Accounting Scenarios

Communities track, account, and report on their own; no regional coordination

Communities track common items using their own platforms & accounting methods; regional assistance provided for some tracking items; communities produce own reports

Communities track common items using shared platform and accounting methods; regional assistance provided for some tracking items; communities obtain reporting outputs through the shared platform

A regional entity oversees tracking, accounting, and reporting via a master platform; regional entity produces reports and data outputs for communities; communities provide guidance/oversight to regional entity
The Matrix

• *Will you commit?*
Challenges

- Programmatic
- Technical
- Financial
- Capacity
- Cultural
- Others
What comes next?
Something happens when she hears the music...
It's her freedom. It's her fire. It's her life.

PTAPPdance
What a feeling

Take your passion and make it happen!

PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS A POLYGRAM PICTURES PRODUCTION - AN ADRIAN LYNNE FILM - FLASHDANCE - JENNIFER BEALS - MICHAEL NOLI
MUSIC SUPERVISED BY PHIL RANONE - EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS - DON PETERS AND PETE DUBER - SCREENPLAY BY TOM HEIDLY AND JOE EZTERHAS
STORY BY TOM HEIDLY - PRODUCED BY DON SIMPSON AND JERRY BRUCKHEIMER - DIRECTED BY ADRIAN LYNNE - A PARAMOUNT PICTURE
ORIGIAL SOUNDTRACK ON CASABLANCA RECORDS AND Tapes